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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the Bayesian Technique for Multi-image Analysis (BATMAN), a novel
image-segmentation technique based on Bayesian statistics that characterizes any astronomical
data set containing spatial information and performs a tessellation based on the measurements
and errors provided as input. The algorithm iteratively merges spatial elements as long as they
are statistically consistent with carrying the same information (i.e. identical signal within the
errors). We illustrate its operation and performance with a set of test cases including both
synthetic and real integral-field spectroscopic data. The output segmentations adapt to the
underlying spatial structure, regardless of its morphology and/or the statistical properties of the
noise. The quality of the recovered signal represents an improvement with respect to the input,
especially in regions with low signal-to-noise ratio. However, the algorithm may be sensitive to
small-scale random fluctuations, and its performance in presence of spatial gradients is limited.
Due to these effects, errors may be underestimated by as much as a factor of 2. Our analysis
reveals that the algorithm prioritizes conservation of all the statistically significant information
over noise reduction, and that the precise choice of the input data has a crucial impact on the
results. Hence, the philosophy of BATMAN is not to be used as a ‘black box’ to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, but as a new approach to characterize spatially resolved data prior to its
analysis. The source code is publicly available at http://astro.ft.uam.es/SELGIFS/BaTMAn.
Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: numerical – methods: statistical – techniques:
image processing.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
One of the basic problems in astronomical data analysis is the char-
acterization of spatially resolved information and the measurement
of physical properties (and their variation) across extended sources.
Soon this kind of tasks became increasingly demanding as new
observations started to provide larger and larger amounts of data,
prompting the need for a certain level of automation. Nowadays,
human supervision is often limited to problematic cases, and many
current and forthcoming data sets are so vast that a significant part
of the analysis is left entirely to computer programs.
One of the first instances of such application is the identifica-
tion of (potentially extended and/or blended) sources in photomet-
ric images. Since the advent of large extragalactic surveys in the
late 1970s, a wide variety of techniques have been developed in
 E-mail: gurzmar@gmail.com
order to automatically create source catalogues from astronomi-
cal images (e.g. Stetson 1987; Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Makovoz
& Marleau 2005; Savage & Oliver 2007; Molinari et al. 2011;
Hancock et al. 2012; Men’shchikov et al. 2012, among many oth-
ers). The widespread use of integral-field spectroscopy (IFS) has
literally added a new dimension to the problem, in the sense that
spatial and spectral information are combined in order to locate
the sources (see e.g. Koribalski 2012, and references therein, in the
context of radio observations of the 21-cm line).
Recently, new algorithms working on different types of spatially
resolved data have been developed in order to tackle specific scien-
tific problems beyond source detection. In many cases, the aim is
to compute and characterize maps that trace the spatial distribution
of a given physical quantity such as e.g. the temperature and com-
position of the hot intracluster medium (Sanders & Fabian 2001;
Diehl & Statler 2006), the properties of the stellar population in
early-type galaxies (Cappellari & Copin 2003), the moments of the
velocity distribution along the line of sight (Krajnovic´ et al. 2006)
C© 2016 The Authors
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or the emission of warm ionized gas and H II regions in galaxies
(Papaderos et al. 2002; Sa´nchez et al. 2012b, 2016).
What most of these goals have in common is the challenge of
performing a coherent spatial segmentation of an image (or an IFS
data cube) as a first step. On the one hand, it is necessary to average
the signal over a large region in order to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (hereafter S/N) and carry out meaningful measurements. On
the other hand, averaging over too large area does not only lead to
a loss in spatial resolution, but it may also (in some cases, strongly)
bias the results and their physical interpretation if the signal within
the chosen region is not homogeneous.
As mentioned above, this problem has already been tackled by
different authors. They have proposed several schemes, specifi-
cally optimized for a wide variety of problems, to divide an image
into connected regions in a fully automatic way. Some of them
(e.g. Sanders & Fabian 2001; Cappellari & Copin 2003; Diehl &
Statler 2006) are based on a Voronoi tessellation, whereas some
others rely upon the identification of suitable intensity thresholds
(e.g. Stetson 1987; Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Sa´nchez et al. 2012b)
or isocontours (e.g. Papaderos et al. 2002; Sanders 2006) at specific
wavelengths in order to define physically-motivated regions. More
recently, Sa´nchez et al. (2016) proposed an alternative method, also
aiming to obtain a tessellation with a target S/N, that imposes ‘con-
tinuity’ in the surface brightness (i.e. a maximum contrast within
any region) in order to better adapt to the morphology of the data.
This work takes another step in this direction, presenting an
alternative approach that is not aimed to obtain a specific S/N but
to identify spatial regions where the signal is statistically consistent
with being constant within the provided errors: if two regions carry
the same information, it will always be advantageous to merge
them in order to (further) increase the S/N; if they are ‘different’
(do not carry the same information), they should be kept separate in
order not to introduce artificial biases. Such prescription preserves
the information contained in the input data set and it imposes no
condition on the shape of the tessellation. It is extremely general
and it can be applied to any kind of spatially resolved data.
We describe the mathematical basis of the method in Section 2,
while the details of the algorithm and its implementation are dis-
cussed in Section 3. Section 4 proposes a set of benchmark prob-
lems, and the analysis of the results is discussed in Section 5. Our
main conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
2 MATH E M AT I C A L F O R M U L ATI O N
O F T H E PRO B L E M
BATMAN (Bayesian Technique for Multi-image Analysis) is a new
binning scheme designed to perform an adaptive segmentation on a
3D data set that serves as inceptive step for its further analysis. We
will refer to these sets as ‘data cubes’ or ‘multi-images’ along the
manuscript, as they consist of an arbitrary number (nλ ‘layers’ or
‘wavelengths’) of spatially arranged 2D data (individual ‘images’ or
‘maps’). We will focus on IFS data throughout the paper and we will
use the term ‘spaxel’ to denote the individual and minimum spatial
element of a data set. However, the procedure can be applied to any
set of images or to any kind of spatially distributed data. In particular,
the algorithm can also be applied to a single image (i.e. single-
‘layer’, 2D data set) in what we will refer to as ‘monochromatic’
binning mode.
More precisely, BATMAN works on an input data set D =
{X, E} consisting of two nrow × ncol multi-images X and E, with
N = nrow × ncol spaxels each, whose spatial positions we will tag
with the indices {i, j}. Every spaxel has a set of nλ ‘measurements’
xijλ and ‘errors’ eijλ
X = {xijλ}
E = {eijλ}, (1)
associated with its spatial location, where i = [1, nrow], j = [1, ncol]
and λ = [1, nλ]. Different ‘layers’ may correspond to broad-band
observations of the same object, different wavelengths in an IFS
data cube or even maps with completely different information (e.g.
mass surface density, velocity, velocity dispersion, age, metallicity,
equivalent width, etc).
The goal of the algorithm is to divide the input data set into
spatially connected ‘regions’ that carry the same information, i.e.
where all the measurements xijλ are statistically compatible with
being random samples of the same underlying signal Sijλ given the
Gaussian errors eijλ. In the current implementation, BATMAN makes
use of Bayesian statistics to connect adjacent spaxels into ‘regions’
(and merge adjacent regions into larger ones) as long as it is more
likely that the true values of the measured quantities (the ‘signal’)
are constant within the merged region (Sijλ = θ rλ ∀{i, j} in region
r) than a collection of several independent domains with different
values. More elaborate (e.g. quadratic) models of the underlying
signal may be considered in future versions of the code.
Thus, the output data set is an optimized ‘segmentation model’
M = {R, } consisting of nreg connected regions (with every spaxel
{i, j} assigned to the region rij) where the signal at the different
bands is assumed to be well described by the constant values θ rλ:
R = {rij }
 = {θrλ}, (2)
with r = [1, nreg]. R thus refers to the tessellation of the image, fully
specified by a nrow × ncol matrix containing the labels rij assigned to
every spaxel, and  corresponds to the set of nreg × nλ parameters
θ rλ used to describe the signal.
According to the frequentist approach, the best segmentation
model would be given by the values of R and  that maximize
the likelihood, i.e. the probability of obtaining the measurements
X, given the errors E and the nreg regions specified by R and .
The model proposed for this work assumes that the observed values
xijλ are statistically independent random variables, with Gaussian
probability distributions whose dispersions are given by the errors
eijλ while their means θrij λ are to be determined. With these consid-
erations, one can express the likelihood as
L(X|E,R,) =
nrow∏
i=1
ncol∏
j=1
nλ∏
λ=1
e
−
(xijλ−θrij λ)
2
2e2
ijλ√
2πe2ijλ
=
nreg∏
r=1
∏
i,j∈r
nλ∏
λ=1
e
− (xijλ−θrλ)
2
2e2
ijλ√
2πe2ijλ
(3)
where the second product in the last term simply loops over the
spaxels in a given region.
Within the Bayesian framework BATMAN is based upon, the ap-
proach is slightly different and it comprises several additional in-
gredients. One must declare not only a likelihood for the data given
the model, but also a prior probability distribution P(R,) of the
model parameters. The construction of this prior is based on our
previous knowledge about the problem and it will certainly af-
fect the inferences we obtain from our data. As an example, it
could favour certain tessellations (roundish bin shapes, such as in
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Cappellari & Copin 2003; Sa´nchez et al. 2012b, 2016) or
avoid/penalize unphysical values (e.g. negative values of the
signal).
The Bayesian approach combines the prior with the likelihood of
observing the measurements X (making use of Bayes’ theorem) to
compute the posterior probability distribution of the model param-
eters
p(R,|D) = P(R,) L(X|E,R,)E , (4)
given the data. The overall Bayesian evidence for our assumed
description
E ≡ p(X|E) =
∑
R
∫
P(R,) L(X|E,R,) d (5)
is the sum over all possible tessellations R and signal values 
and it can be considered as the overall probability of observing the
measurements X, given the errors E, if our model provided an accu-
rate description of the data (in frequentist terms, the likelihood of
our description). The expected values of the model parameters and
their uncertainties can be computed from the posterior probability
distribution (4).
In BATMAN, the problem of image segmentation is split in two
parts:
(i) the estimation of the signal distribution  given a fixed seg-
mentation R;
(ii) the further selection of the most probable tessellation.
The exact procedures followed to solve every one of them are
discussed in the following sections.
2.1 Parameter estimation
Given a fixed tessellation R, BATMAN will evaluate the posterior
probability distribution p(|R, D) describing the signal θ rλ in every
region r at every wavelength λ.
Following a Bayesian procedure, we first assume that the mea-
surements X are described by the Gaussian likelihood function (see
equation 3). Then, as we do not expect any specific distribution
for the values of θ rλ ∈ , we have adopted a uniform (sometimes
referred to as ‘non-informative’ or ‘objective’) prior. The uniform
probability distribution assigns equal probability to all values of
the parameter, reflecting our initial ignorance. In order to obtain a
proper prior, for which the total probability is normalized to unity
(in contrast to an improper prior, where the integral diverges to in-
finity), the possible values of the signal θ rλ are restricted to a finite
range of values:
P(θrλ|R) dθrλ = 1
Hλ − Lλ dθrλ
Lλ < θrλ < Hλ, (6)
where upper and lower limits Hλ and Lλ correspond to the highest
and lowest values measured at that particular wavelength, anywhere
within the image (i.e. the maximum and minimum xijλ over i and j
for a given λ).
From a practical point of view, this prescription automatically
selects a reasonable range for the signal (irrespective of e.g. mea-
surement units in the different layers of the multi-image), but, from
a strict Bayesian perspective, one may object that we have actually
looked at the data in order to set our prior. In order to generalize
expression (6), we introduce nλ additional parameters 0 < kλ ≤ 1,
such that
P(|R) d =
nλ∏
λ=1
nreg∏
r=1
P(θrλ|R) dθrλ
=
nλ∏
λ=1
(
kλ
Hλ − Lλ
)nreg
dθrλ
Lλ − λ < θrλ < Hλ + λ, (7)
where λ = 1−kλ2kλ (Hλ − Lλ). The choice kλ = 1 results in
equation (6), whereas kλ = 0 would yield the improper prior
−∞ < θ rλ < ∞. Thus, the value of kλ provides a qualitative indi-
cation of the weight given to the information contained in Hλ and
Lλ.
Using Bayes’ theorem, the posterior probability distribution for
the signal is given by
p(|R,D) d = P(|R)L(X|E,R,)E(R) d, (8)
where L(X|E,R,) is the likelihood defined in equation (3) and
the evidence for the tessellation R can be expressed as
E(R) = p(X|E,R) =
∫
P(|R)L(X|E,R,) d. (9)
Since we have adopted a uniform prior and our model likelihood
is a product of nrow × ncol × nλ Gaussians, it is easy to verify1 that
the posterior probabilities
p(θrλ|R,D) ∝ e
− (θrλ−μrλ)2
2σ2
rλ (10)
are independent Gaussians with mean
μrλ = σ 2rλ
∑
i,j∈r
xijλ
e2ijλ
(11)
and dispersion
1
σ 2rλ
=
∑
i,j∈r
1
e2ijλ
(12)
for any value of the prior parameters kλ.
In other words, the expected value μrλ of the signal within any
given region r reported by BATMAN (and the associated ‘formal errors’
σ rλ) are obtained from an inverse-variance weighted average over
the region.
Finally, the evidence for the tessellation R is given by
E(R) =
∫ nreg∏
r=1
nλ∏
λ=1
P(θrλ|R)
∏
i,j∈r
e
− (xijλ−θrλ)
2
2e2
ijλ√
2πe2ijλ
dθrλ
=
nreg∏
r=1
nλ∏
λ=1
kλ
Hλ − Lλ
∫
e
−∑ ij∈r (xijλ−θrλ)
2
2e2
ijλ dθrλ∏
ij∈r
√
2πe2ijλ
≡
nreg∏
r=1
Er (13)
1 Using that
∑
i
(x−μi )2
2σ 2i
= (x−μ)22σ 2 −
μ2
2σ 2 +
∑
i
μ2i
2σ 2i
with 1
σ 2
≡∑i 1σ 2i and
μ ≡ σ 2∑i μiσ 2i .
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with
Er ≡
nλ∏
λ=1
kλ
∫
e
− (θrλ−μrλ)2
2σ2
rλ
+ μ
2
rλ
2σ2
rλ
−∑ ij∈r x
2
ijλ
2e2
ijλ dθrλ
(Hλ − Lλ)
∏
ij∈r
√
2πe2ijλ
=
nλ∏
λ=1
kλ e
μ2
rλ
2σ2
rλ
−∑ ij∈r x
2
ijλ
2e2
ijλ
√
2πσ 2rλ
(Hλ − Lλ)
∏
ij∈r
√
2πe2ijλ
(14)
2.2 Model selection
Once we obtain the evidence E(R) for any tessellation R and the pos-
terior probability distribution of the recovered signal  associated
with R, we face the question of selecting the ‘optimal’ segmenta-
tion that is most likely to describe our data set. This is the second
time we apply a Bayesian approach to our data set, but two main
differences exist with respect to the parameter estimation problem
described in the previous section:
(i) the set of all possible tessellations is discrete, whereas the
values of the signal are continuous variables;
(ii) we will require BATMAN to select one and only one ‘optimal’
tessellation rather than a probabilistic description (which is, as we
will discuss later, not ‘strictly Bayesian’).
Except for these two differences, the Bayesian approach to model
selection is very similar to parameter estimation: first, we must
specify our priorsP(R) and then combine them with the appropriate
likelihood p(X|E, R) in order to obtain the posterior probability
distribution p(R|D) from Bayes’ theorem.
We have no preliminary information relative to the preferred
tessellations, and BATMAN will not impose any geometrical constraint
(e.g. roundness) other than ensuring that all the regions defined by
the matrix rij are physically connected. It is, however, foreseen that
some practical applications of the algorithm may have preference
for a larger or smaller number of regions, nreg, and therefore we
have chosen a prior of the form
P(R) = knregR , (15)
where kR is to be defined by the user. The value kR = 1 corre-
sponds to the improper uniform prior that assigns equal probability
to all valid segmentations regardless of the number of regions they
contain; kR < 1 would favour that the multi-image is divided into
a small number of (large) regions, whereas kR > 1 would favour
that individual spaxels are kept independent or cluster into a large
number of small regions.
The likelihood of a tessellation R (i.e. the probability of measuring
X, considering all possible values of ) is simply the evidence
E(R) defined in equation (9) and thus, the posterior probability
distribution of R is given by
p(R|D) = P(R) E(R)E , (16)
where E denotes the overall evidence (5). Due to the discrete nature
of R,
E =
∑
R
P(R)E(R), (17)
where the R runs over all possible tessellations.
The current version of BATMAN outputs the matrix rij (labels cor-
responding to the tessellation) that maximizes the posterior proba-
bility p(R|D), along with the corresponding values of μrλ and σ rλ.
Let us argue at this point that to some extent, the very concept
of ‘model selection’ is intrinsically not Bayesian. If, for example,
p(R+|D) = 0.5 + δ and p(R−|D) = 0.5 − δ, one can only choose
R+, no matter how small δ may be, if forced to take a decision.
We do think that a strictly Bayesian algorithm would never select
a unique segmentation, but calculate the posterior probability of all
possible tessellations and weight them in order to provide a fully
probabilistic description of the underlying signal, spaxel by spaxel.
However, such approach would yield a ‘smoothing’ technique rather
than a ‘segmentation’ tool, and it will not be discussed further in this
work.
3 N U M E R I C A L I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
BATMAN is based on the philosophy that the purpose of a segmen-
tation algorithm is to group together the ‘spaxels’ of a ‘multi-
image’ that carry the same information (measurements xijλ com-
patible with identical signal Sijλ within the errors eijλ) into larger
‘regions’. According to the arguments presented in Section 2, this
goal can be mathematically formulated as the maximization of
the Bayesian posterior probability of the tessellation R, fully de-
scribed by the nrow × ncol matrix rij specifying the label of the
region that each spaxel (i, j) belongs to. Once R is fixed, we have
shown that the posterior probability distribution of the ‘signal’ θ rλ
within each region r at ‘wavelength’ (or ‘layer’) λ is Gaussian, with
mean μrλ and standard deviation σ rλ given by an inverse-variance
weighted average over the region, i.e. equations (11) and (12),
respectively.
In practice, the number of possible tessellations is so large that
evaluating all their evidence is completely infeasible. Therefore,
BATMAN follows a greedy iterative procedure, merging adjacent re-
gions until no further increase in the posterior probability p(R|D) is
possible:
(i) A unique label lij = [1, N] is assigned to each spaxel. The
initial segmentation RN considers that every spaxel is an independent
region, i.e. nreg = N, rij = lij, μrλ = xijλ and σ rλ = eijλ. From now
on, we will drop the subscript and denote the number of regions
simply as n.
(ii) On every iteration, starting from n = N, BATMAN compares the
posterior probability of Rn with all possible candidate tessellations
Rc, n − 1 that can be obtained by merging any two adjacent2 regions
in Rn. More precisely, it evaluates the ratios p(Rc,n−1|D)p(Rn|D) for all these
candidate tessellations with n − 1 regions each, where the subscript
c runs over all the candidates considered.
(iii) The algorithm selects the optimal tessellation for the next
iteration, Rn − 1, as the candidate displaying the highest probability
(i.e. the largest ratio with respect to Rn). If none of the Rc, n − 1
is found to be more likely than Rn, no further iterations will be
performed. The greedy procedure is illustrated in Appendix A and
the exit condition is discussed in Appendix B.
(iv) On exit, BATMAN outputs the matrices containing the labels
rij of the different regions, the mean posterior signal maps μrλand
their standard deviation σ rλ for the final ‘optimized’ tessellation
Rn.
2 We consider contiguous spaxels in the horizontal or vertical directions, but
not along the diagonals.
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A critical part of the algorithm is thus the evaluation of the
probability ratios
p(Rc,n−1|D)
p(Rn|D) =
P(Rc,n−1) E(Rc,n−1)
P(Rn) E(Rn)
=
P(Rc,n−1)
∏
r ′∈Rc,n−1 Er ′
P(Rn)
∏
r∈Rn Er
, (18)
where r and r′ refer to the regions defined in Rn and Rc, n − 1, respec-
tively. Due to our iterative procedure, these two models only differ
in that two regions of Rn (let us name them A and B) that have been
merged into a single region A ∪ B in Rc, n − 1. Substituting expres-
sion (14) for the contribution of each region to the evidence and
equation (15) for the prior probability of each tessellation, one ar-
rives to
p(Rc,n−1|D)
p(Rn|D) =
kn−1R
knR
EA∪B
EA EB
= k−1R
nλ∏
λ=1
(Hλ − Lλ) σA∪B,λ e
μ2
A∪B,λ
2σ2
A∪B,λ
kλ
√
2π σAλ σBλ e
μ2
Aλ
2σ2
Aλ
+ μ
2
Bλ
2σ2
Bλ
≡ K−1
nλ∏
λ=1
(Hλ − Lλ) e
− (μAλ−μBλ)2
2(σ2
Aλ
+σ2
Bλ
)√
2π(σ 2Aλ + σ 2Bλ)
(19)
where the prior parameters kR and kλ can be neatly separated from
the term comparing the measurements in regions A and B in terms of
their dispersions. In fact, it is evident from expression (19) that the
combined effect of kR and kλ can be grouped into a single number
K ≡ kR
nλ∏
λ=1
kλ (20)
that encapsulates all our choices about the prior probability distribu-
tions for rij and θ rλ. Since all other quantities (including Hλ and Lλ
that denote the maximum and minimum values of xijλ, respectively)
are driven by the data, K is the only free parameter of our algorithm.
4 TEST CASES
In order to illustrate the capabilities of the algorithm, assess its per-
formance and provide general guidelines to understand its operation,
we have considered a set of four different input data sets as bench-
mark problems. Two of them are based on a synthetic multi-image
(Section 4.1) that poses several potentially challenging situations
(e.g. different shapes, with and without sharp boundaries, different
noise statistics and S/N, overlap between independent structures,
etc.), and the other two are based on integral-field spectroscopic
observations of the local galaxy NGC 2906 (Section 4.2).
These four data sets consist of several ‘layers’ or ‘wavelengths’
(i.e. they are all ‘multi-images’ according to our terminology). For
every one of them, we have run BATMAN in two different ways:
one considering all the layers simultaneously and obtaining a sin-
gle common tessellation (we will refer to this approach as ‘multi-
λ’) and another in which we consider every ‘layer’ individually
and obtain an independent segmentation for every one of them
(‘monochromatic’ approach). This yields a total of eight test cases,
as summarized in Table 3.
For all of them, we carry out two independent runs adopting K = 1
and 10−6. The former (obtained e.g. by setting both kR and every kλ
to unity) corresponds to a binning criterion that tends to keep small
regions separated; reducing the value of K (e.g. by decreasing either
kR and/or the product of the different kλ) favours the coaddition of
spaxels and leads to the definition of larger regions.
4.1 Synthetic data
Our synthetic multi-images consist of three layers (arbitrarily la-
belled R, G and B) that display different objects over a null back-
ground where the signal value is set to S0 = (0, 0, 0). The R layer
shows a quarter of a circle in the bottom-left corner with signal
Scircle = (1, 0, 0), the G layer displays a triangle with Striangle =
(0, 7, 0) located the centre of the image, slightly overlapping with
the circle, and the B image shows an ellipse centred in the top-right
corner (again, slightly overlapping with the triangle) that displays a
continuous, radially decreasing gradient Sellipse = (0, 0, [17 − 1]).
This three-layer data cube
S = (SR, SG, SB) = S0 + Scircle + Striangle + Sellipse (21)
represents the signal of our synthetic problem. From these data, we
generate two different input multi-images
xijλ = Sijλ + eijλ (22)
by adding random Gaussian noise n with different statistics. The
‘uniform-noise’ data cube follows a Gaussian probability distribu-
tion with zero mean and dispersion euniform = (1, 1, 1) for all layers of
every spaxel. We also generate a ‘CCD-like’ data cube (mimicking
the characteristics of charge-coupled devices) as a result of adding
a white-noise component with dispersion σ 2W = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and
a Poisson noise component where the dispersion σ 2P grows linearly
with the signal Sijλ at any given band and location, according to the
expression
e2ccd:ijλ = σ 2W + σ 2P:ijλ =
1 + Sijλ
2
. (23)
The numeric values of the intensities and noise levels in our
synthetic test problems have been chosen so that the S/N
(S/N)ijλ = Sijλ/eijλ (24)
covers a range from 1 to 17 in the ‘uniform’ case and up to approxi-
mately 6 for the ‘CCD-like’ noise. The precise values for the errors
and S/N within each region are summarized in Table 2.
4.2 Astronomical observations
In order to illustrate the use of the algorithm in a typical science
case, we consider two different segmentation problems related to
the measurement of the intensity of the Balmer emission lines in
the local spiral galaxy NGC 2906. Observations have been retrieved
from the public data base of the Calar Alto Legacy Intergral-Field
spectroscopic Area (CALIFA) survey (Sa´nchez et al. 2012a). More
precisely, they correspond to the COMBO data cubes delivered
in Data Release 2 (see Garcı´a-Benito et al. 2015, for a detailed
description), with a uniform wavelength coverage from 3650 to
7200 Å, sampled in constant steps of 2 Å.
We will consider two completely different approaches to ad-
dress the problem. In the first one, we measure the intensity of the
Hα(6563 Å), Hβ(4861 Å), Hγ (4340 Å) and Hδ(4101 Å) emission
lines spaxel by spaxel, and then take the resulting intensity maps,
with their corresponding errors, as a four-layer input multi-image
(i.e. first measure and then bin with BATMAN). As an alternative ap-
proach, we run BATMAN directly on the raw IFS data, selecting four
wavelength intervals of ±15 Å around each line (see Table 3), and
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Table 1. List of symbols used in the article.
Symbol Meaning Equation
DIMENSIONS i, j Spatial dimensions (bi-dimensional, nrow × ncol maps)
λ Spectral dimension (nλ ‘layers’ or ‘wavelengths’)
INPUT D = {X, E} Input data set (measurements and errors) given to BATMAN (1)
X = {xijλ} Measurements at every 3D position
E = {eijλ} Errors associated with every 3D position
MODEL M = {R, } Assumed model (tessellation and signals) to describe the data (2)
R = {rij} Tessellation (labels associated with every spatial position)
 = {θ rλ} Signal associated with every region r and wavelength λ
L(X|E,R,) Likelihood of the measurements, given the errors and the model (3)
PRIORS P(R,) = P(R)P(|R) Prior probability distribution of the model parameters
P(|R) Prior probability of the signals  for a given tessellation R (7)
P(R) Prior probability of the tessellations R (15)
POSTERIORS p(R, |D) Posterior probability of the model parameters, given the data (4)
p(|R, D) Posterior probability of the signals , given R and D (8), (10)
p(R|D) Posterior probability of the tessellations R, given D (16)
μrλ Expected value of the signal according to p(|R, D) (11)
σ rλ Expected variance (‘formal error’) of the expected signal (12)
EVIDENCE E Overall Bayesian evidence for our assumed description (5), (17)
E(R) Evidence for the tessellation R (9), (13)
NUMERICAL K Combined prior parameter (20)
IMPLEMENTATION Rn Currently-accepted tessellation with n regions
Rc,n − 1 Candidate tessellations with n − 1 regions (19)
TEST CASES Sijλ Signal associated with every 3D position (equation 22)
AND eijλ Noise associated with every 3D position (equation 22)
ANALYSIS eccd, euniform Different error prescriptions, see Section 4.1
ijλ Residual shown in Fig. 3 (equation 26)
ˆijλ Residual shown in Fig. 4 (equation 26)
Table 2. Values of the signal S of each individual component of the syn-
thetic test multi-image (21) in the relevant layer (R, G or B), followed by
the corresponding ‘CCD-like’ noise eccd given by expression (23) and the
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)ccd = S/eccd. For the ‘uniform-noise’ data cube,
euniform = (1, 1, 1) implies (S/N)uniform = S/euniform = S.
S eccd (S/N)ccd
Background 0 0.5 0
R: Circle 1 1 1
G: Triangle 7 2 3.5
B: Ellipse [1–17] [1–3] [1–5.67]
then measure their intensity from the integrated spectrum within
each region (i.e. first bin the data cube directly with BATMAN and
then measure).
In both cases, we follow exactly the same procedure to measure
the intensity of the Balmer lines in a given spectrum. In order to ac-
count for stellar absorption lines, we use STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes
et al. 2005) to model the spectral energy distribution of the under-
lying stellar population, fitting the observed spectrum with a linear
combination of simple stellar populations spanning different ages
and metallicities. We use the spectra provided by Vazdekis et al.
(2010) for populations older than 64 Myr and Gonza´lez Delgado
et al. (2005) models for younger ages. Dust effects are modelled
as a foreground screen, assuming a Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis
(1989) reddening law with RV = 3.1. Then, we subtract the esti-
mated stellar continuum from the observed spectrum and obtain the
line flux with the SHERPA IFU line fitting software (SHIFU; Garcı´a-
Benito, in preparation), based on CIAO’s SHERPA package (Freeman,
Doe & Siemiginowska 2001; Doe et al. 2007). Small deviations
with respect to the stellar continuum are taken into account by a
first-order polynomial, and independent Gaussians have been fitted
for the emission lines.
The intensity distribution of the Balmer emission lines in
NGC 2906 is fairly clumpy (see Fig. 2), with a relatively large
number of individual compact H II regions arranged in a ring-like
structure. This configuration is clearly visible in the Hα maps, where
the signal is stronger, but it is much more difficult to identify in
the weakest lines, especially Hδ. In addition, there is a weak dif-
fuse component of much lower surface brightness, arising from a
combination of intrinsic emission from diffuse ionized gas (Haffner
et al. 2009) and light from the compact H II regions that is scattered
towards the observer by dust particles in the interstellar medium
(see e.g. Ascasibar et al. 2016).
Although the actual solution is obviously not available in this
case, all our emission lines arise from the same element and there-
fore they should all roughly trace the same spatial distribution
(mostly determined by the electron number density, with a sec-
ondary dependence on the local electron temperature). However,
the intensity of the lines decreases with frequency, and therefore
they probe very different S/N, from values of the order unity, espe-
cially in the outer parts, to well above one hundred in the regions
of brightest Hα emission.
4.3 Analysis procedure
As mentioned above, we have approached our four input data sets
(both synthetic and astronomical) in two different ways. On the one
hand, we make use of the default binning mode (‘multi-λ’) where all
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Table 3. Summary of the test cases presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5. The labelling and nomenclature used to refer each case are quoted on
the first two columns, respectively. The dimensionality of the input data is listed on the third column, whereas the fourth column provides the number of output
tessellations (i.e. the number of times BATMAN is run) and the last two columns indicate the location of the corresponding results in the article figures. Every test
case has been run with two different values for the prior parameter, K = 1 and 10−6.
Test case Input: (nrow × ncol × nλ) noutput Figures Panels
#1 Synthetic + uniform noise R: (73 × 78 × 1) 3 1, 3, 4 top-right
‘monochromatic’ G: (73 × 78 × 1)
B: (73 × 78 × 1)
#2 Synthetic + uniform noise (73 × 78 × 3) 1 1, 3, 4 top-middle
‘multi-λ’
#3 Synthetic + CCD-like noise R: (73 × 78 × 1) 3 1, 3, 4 bottom-right
‘monochromatic’ G: (73 × 78 × 1)
B: (73 × 78 × 1)
#4 Synthetic + CCD-like noise (73 × 78 × 3) 1 1, 3, 4 bottom-middle
‘multi-λ’
#5 NGC 2906: SHIFU maps Hα: (71 × 78 × 1) 4 2, 5 top-right
‘monochromatic’ Hβ: (71 × 78 × 1)
Hγ : (71 × 78 × 1)
Hδ: (71 × 78 × 1)
#6 NGC 2906: SHIFU maps (71 × 78 × 4) 1 2, 5 top-middle
‘multi-λ’
#7 NGC 2906: CALIFA data Hα: (71 × 78 × 14) 4 2, 5 bottom-right
‘λ = ±15Å’ Hβ: (71 × 78 × 15)
Hγ : (71 × 78 × 15)
Hδ: (71 × 78 × 15)
#8 NGC 2906: CALIFA data (71 × 78 × 59) 1 2, 5 bottom-middle
‘full set’
the information is considered at the same time (all ‘layers’ binned
simultaneously) and one optimal tessellation is computed for the
whole data set. On the other hand, an alternative ‘monochromatic’
procedure is also considered, where BATMAN is run individually on
every layer of the multi-image data set (hence, several times) and
an independent tessellation is derived for every one of them. A
summary of all the resulting test cases is provided in Table 3. Every
test has been repeated twice, adopting the values K = 1 and 10−6
for the combined prior parameter.
In the synthetic multi-images, BATMAN has been applied to the
three layers (R, G and B) separately (‘monochromatic’, cases #1
and #3) and simultaneously (‘multi-λ’, cases #2 and #4). The two
test cases based on SHIFU measurements of NGC 2906 (cases #5
and #6) follow an approach completely analogous to the synthetic
multi-images. The only difference is that now the data consist of
four different (but physically not independent) ‘layers’, one for each
Balmer line. In case #5, BATMAN is run in ‘monochromatic’ mode,
producing four different segmentations, while in case #6, it is run
only once, yielding a single ‘multi-λ’ tessellation. For the remaining
observational test cases, #7 and #8, we have applied BATMAN directly
on the IFS data from the CALIFA survey (spectra and error). We
have run our algorithm separately on every 30 Å-wide slice around
each line, thus obtaining four independent tessellations (test case
#7), as well as to the full 59-layer multi-image (the four 30 Å-wide
slices together, case #8), where a single tessellation is returned.
Although these tests are scientifically identical to test cases #5 and
#6 (four balmer lines binned separately and simultaneously), they
are technically different: BATMAN is applied in ‘multi-image’ mode
every time, many more ‘wavelengths’ are being considered and
there is no pre-processing of the data (lines are measured with SHIFU
after the binning).
As a final remark, let us note that there is another important
difference between test cases #7 and #8 (direct application of the
algorithm on the IFS data cube) and the rest. In test cases #1−6,
the input data are maps of the measured quantities. BATMAN provides
not only an optimal tessellation, but also the expected value μrλ and
the dispersion σ rλ of the signal within every region, based on the
posterior probability distribution. On the contrary, test cases #7 and
#8 bin directly a selected section of the spectral energy distributions.
Although BATMAN returns again the three products (rij, μrλ and σ rλ),
only the tessellation is further used by SHIFU in order to derive the
flux of each line and the corresponding error, taking into account
noise covariance in CALIFA data (see e.g. Husemann et al. 2013;
Garcı´a-Benito et al. 2015) as part of its pipeline. Therefore, the
estimated errors may be considerably larger (by about a factor of 3,
depending on the number of spaxels within each region) than those
implied by equation (12).
5 R ESULTS
Based on the test cases described in the previous section, we now
address the quality of the output tessellation in terms of its ability to
adapt to the underlying signal, the dependence of the results on the
adopted priors, the accuracy of the formal errors estimated by the
algorithm and the improvement with respect to the original input
data.
5.1 Large-scale morphology
Figs 1 and 2 show the results of applying BATMAN to our synthetic and
astrophysical test cases, respectively, adopting the extreme values
K = 1 and 10−6 for the prior parameter and considering both the
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Figure 1. Results of applying BATMAN to our synthetic test cases in ‘multi-λ’ mode (i.e. considering all the layers in the input data simultaneously; test cases
#2 and #4, central columns) and ‘monochromatic’ mode (considering each layer separately, cases #1 and #3, right-hand columns). Two runs are performed in
every case, with K = 1 (left) and 10−6 (right). The input signal is displayed in the left-hand column. Rows within each panel correspond to the different layers
in the multi-image. The segmentation obtained in every case is indicated with solid black lines and is common to the three layers in the ‘multi-λ’ test cases #2
and #4 and specific to everyone in the ‘monochromatic’ test cases #1 and #3.
full input data set as well as individual layers in order to compute
the Bayesian evidence (see Table 3). From visual inspection, one
can readily verify that in almost all cases, the tessellations returned
by the algorithm adapt extremely well to the structures that were
present in the input data.
In the synthetic data cubes (Fig. 1), BATMAN successfully recovers
the different objects regardless of their topology. The output tessel-
lations present a variety of sizes and shapes that are driven by the
input signal and they show no preference for any given direction.
Comparing the results obtained for the ‘uniform’ and ‘CCD-like’
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Figure 2. Results for our observational test cases based on CALIFA observations of NGC 2906. The structure of the plot is identical to that of Fig. 1 for the
upper panels (test cases #5 and #6), which show the output of applying BATMAN to the intensity maps of the Balmer lines measured by SHIFU on a spaxel-by-spaxel
basis. The lower panels show the results obtained for test cases #7 and #8, which are conceptually identical to #5 and #6, respectively, but are both multi-λ
tessellations of selected slices of the IFS data cube (see the description in Section 4.2 and Table 3); it is impossible to represent the input signal in 2D for these
cases. The colour maps denote flux in standard CALIFA units, i.e. 10−16 (erg s−1 cm−2); they correspond to the BATMAN output in test cases #5 and #6 (upper
panels) and to SHIFU measurements posterior to the segmentation in test cases #7 and #8 (bottom panels).
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noise schemes, we conclude that the ability of the algorithm to
trace the underlying structure is not very sensitive to the statistical
characteristics of the noise. The minor differences that exist in the
recovered tessellations can be explained in terms of the dissimilar
S/N.
When applied to the real data (Fig. 2), our algorithm manages to
identify most of the clumps associated with physical H II regions,
albeit with significant difficulty in the case of Hδ. In particular,
among the Hδ-recovered maps, the poorest results are obtained for
case #5, where only the Hδ intensity and its error map, as computed
by SHIFU, are used as input data set. Interestingly, the situation im-
proves when BATMAN is run directly on the CALIFA COMBO data
set. Even when only a narrow spectral region, ‘ = ±15 Å’, around
Hδ is provided as input (case #7), the ring-like structure where most
of the emission comes from is prominently visible in the recovered
signal.
By construction, BATMAN gathers together spaxels that contain the
same information (compatible signal within the errors). Hence, it is
reassuring but not surprising that it successfully recovers the circle
and the triangle in the R and G layers of the synthetic multi-images,
as these regions do indeed feature exactly the same signal value.
However, this is not the case for the gradient in the B-band ellipse
or the observations of NGC 2906, where the signal varies more or
less smoothly across any layer. Our segmentation model, described
in Section 2, does not consider the presence of gradients inside
the regions. Therefore, we expect the optimal tessellation to trace
the isocontours perpendicular to the direction of any gradient that
may exist in the signal. The size of the regions will be determined
by the intensity of the gradient and the S/N. Roughly speaking,
the size of the isocontours should be of the order of the typical
uncertainties eijλ within the region, so that the algorithm can tell
that the signal is indeed different from the values in the immediate
vicinity.
This expectation is consistent with the behaviour that can be
observed in Figs 1 and 2. The area of the synthetic multi-images
covered by the ellipse is divided into concentric regions that roughly
follow its shape. Most of the tessellations in NGC 2906 tend to
feature annuli that trace the isocontours of the considered signal.
It is worth noting that in one of the astrophysical tests (#5 and
#6), this refers to the measured intensities of the emission lines,
whereas in the others (#7 and #8), it corresponds to the surface
brightness at different wavelengths, including not only the emission
lines but also the adjacent continuum. In the central part of the
galaxy, the S/N is high. There are many regions consisting of very
few spaxels, and all the lines are clearly detected. In the outskirts,
where the signal is weaker, the regions are larger and the overall
normalization of the continuum plays a major role in setting their
shape.
Since the morphology of the tessellation traces the spatial struc-
ture of the input data, the results depend on how these data are fed to
the algorithm. The first noticeable difference between the binning
modes described in Section 4.3 (and summarized in Table 3) is that
the ‘multi-λ’ procedure yields a single tessellation for all layers.
Conversely, the regions of each layer in the ‘monochromatic’ mode
have been obtained separately and hence, they are different and
independent of one another.
In our synthetic problem, the circle, triangle and ellipse are, by
construction, truly independent objects and they appear as such
when BATMAN is run in the monochromatic mode. In contrast, when
the (R,G,B) layers are considered as a multi-image, the overlap
regions are different from the rest, as they would correspond to
‘yellow’ and ‘purple’ colours rather than pure ‘red’, ‘green’ or
‘blue’. Hence, BATMAN separates these regions from the ‘main’ ob-
jects (circle, triangle and ellipse) according to the monochromatic
definition. Both solutions are equally correct and which one is to
be preferred depends on the specific scientific goals to be achieved.
It is entirely up to the user’s judgement to decide what informa-
tion should be considered relevant in order to decide whether two
regions are ‘different’. As an equivalent scientific example, the
different layers in a multi-image may correspond to spatially re-
solved maps of the mass and/or the fraction of young stars in a
given galaxy, their age, metallicity, radial velocity, velocity dis-
persion, etc., and one can be interested in analysing all/some of
these properties separately (‘monochromatic’ mode) or considering
all of them at the same time (‘multi-λ’ mode). The choice of the
input data is a critical step of any analysis and it will obviously
play an important role in determining the solution found by the
algorithm.
We also face such a decision in our specific examples of as-
trophysical test cases, where one may adopt different prescrip-
tions with the ultimate goal of recovering intensity maps of the
Balmer emission lines. Is it more appropriate to make a first es-
timate on a spaxel-by-spaxel basis, and then bin the maps in or-
der to increase the S/N, or is it better to find an optimal tessella-
tion based on the raw data and then carry out the measurements?
In either case, is it more convenient to consider each line sepa-
rately or all of them simultaneously? Although it is certainly not
our goal to answer these questions, it is interesting to compare
several different approaches in order to illustrate the effect that
this kind of choices has on the optimal tessellation that BATMAN
returns.
When all the SHIFU measurements are taken as input data (case
#6, Fig. 2), the output tessellation is largely driven by the Hα map
that has the highest S/N. Based on the information provided by this
line alone, it is relatively easy to realize that two given spaxels are
different if one of them belongs to an H II region and the other
corresponds to diffuse emission, where the intensity is considerably
lower. The information contained in the weakest lines (Hγ and
Hδ) is also used, but it carries a much lower weight and it merely
represents a minor-order correction. If we run BATMAN separately
on each map (case #5, Fig. 2), the tessellation obtained for Hα
is very similar to the multiwavelength regime. For Hβ and Hγ ,
the size of the regions increases due to the lower S/N, but the
overall structure is still the same. For Hδ, the algorithm adapts to the
structures that are present in the input data, but these are severely
affected by the noise. This is clearly a disadvantage in our test
problem, since we know that the signals in the different layers are
not independent. However, this may not be true in the general case
(e.g. if there was a signal that was present only in Hδ), and then it
could well be possible that it is more adequate to consider the noisy
dimensions separately in order to maximize their weight on the
tessellation.
When applied directly to the IFS data (cases #7 and #8, Fig. 2),
the algorithm is able to recover the ring-like structure in all cases,
even when only a 30-Å interval around Hδ is taken as input. The
central regions of the galaxy are always divided into relatively
small regions, whereas the outer parts are tessellated in roughly
concentric rings. The overall morphology is actually fairly ro-
bust and the main differences between the different prescriptions
are related to the region sizes. In fact, the tessellations obtained
from each of the individual intervals (case #7), as well as from
the full data set (case #8), are qualitatively similar, at variance
with the results based on the synthetic test problems or the SHIFU
maps.
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5.2 Features on small scales
5.2.1 Random fluctuations
In our synthetic tests (see Fig. 1), it is evident that BATMAN recovers
many more aggregations of one (or a few) spaxels when only a single
‘layer’ is analysed (‘monochromatic’ mode) than when all layers in
the multi-image are considered simultaneously (‘multi-λ’). These
regions are statistically significant according to BATMAN’s criterion,
i.e. the posterior probability ratio (19) indicates that it is more
likely that the enclosed signal is statistically different from that of
the adjacent regions. We do know, however, that these regions may
be ‘real’ only in the sense that the input data are indeed different
as the result of statistical fluctuations of the noise.3 By adding
Gaussian noise, some individual spaxels may deviate significantly
(e.g. more than 3σ ) from the surrounding neighbours, even if the
underlying signal is constant. It is in fact relatively likely that two
or more (up to a few) adjacent spaxels happen to deviate in the
same direction by a significant amount (e.g. −2σ and −2.5σ ), and,
depending on the adopted prior, BaTMAn may classify them as
an independent region, statistically different from the surrounding
(±1σ ) ‘background’.
As we increase the number of dimensions, the significance
of each individual layer decreases. For example, a fluctuation
 = (3.5σ 1, −0.5σ 2, 1.1σ 3, −1.2σ 4, 0.2σ 5, 0.5σ 6) in six dimen-
sions yields χ2 =∑i 2iσ 2i = 3.52 + (−0.5)2 + 1.12 + (−1.2)2 +
0.22 + 0.52 = 15.44, and it has considerably less statistical sig-
nificance than the 3.5σ fluctuation in the first layer alone. In terms
of χ2, it is completely equivalent to a 1.6σ fluctuation in all layers
(6 × 1.62 = 15.36). Moreover, if there is indeed a signal over a
small region, all spaxels are biased in the same direction, whereas
this is very unlikely for a random fluctuation: more precisely, the
probability that all nλ layers in nreg spaxels fluctuate in the same
(e.g. positive or negative) direction by sheer chance decreases as
2−nregnλ and random aggregations of a few adjacent spaxels are thus
much harder to form in the ‘multi-λ’ case.
For analogous reasons, a true signal is also more difficult to de-
tect: a clear difference in one layer becomes less and less significant
if it is diluted among a plethora of other channels carrying un-
related information (and/or noise). In reality, it is far from trivial
to discriminate weak signals from random fluctuations, and this is
again a challenge left for the final user. In our tests based on as-
tronomical data, the situation is further complicated by the large
differences in S/N from one line to another as well as the poten-
tial presence of observational artefacts. For the Hα maps, based on
either SHIFU measurements or CALIFA data, including information
from the other Balmer lines tends to reduce the number of regions
in the areas where the signal is stronger (i.e. within the ring-like
structure), preferentially removing regions with one or two spaxels.
In the outer parts, though, a number of single-spaxel regions arise
in the multiwavelength tessellations due to the presence of outliers
in any of the other layers. Although a careful study would be re-
quired in order to assess whether these outliers are physical, it is
our preliminary impression that most of the single-spaxel regions
in the galaxy outskirts are due to artificial features in the data. For
all the Balmer lines other than Hα, the monochromatic tessellations
always yield much larger regions than the multiwavelength result,
because of their much smaller S/N.
3 This is the so-called look-elsewhere effect: a large fluctuation at a random
place is extremely unlikely, but a few large fluctuations somewhere in the
sample are indeed expected.
5.2.2 Final number of regions
Regardless of their ultimate physical nature (random fluctuations
or real signal), the small-scale structure of the output tessellation is
determined by the number, size and arrangement of the smallest re-
gions that are identified by the algorithm as statistically significant.
As explained in Section 3, the iterative merging procedure contin-
ues as long as there is any candidate tessellation Rc, n − 1 where the
posterior probability ratio (19) is larger than unity, or, equivalently,
nλ∏
λ=1
(Hλ − Lλ) e
− (μAλ−μBλ)2
2(σ2
Aλ
+σ2
Bλ
)√
2π(σ 2Aλ + σ 2Bλ)
> K. (25)
Thus, the combined prior parameter K regulates the contrast that
is required in order to consider that two regions correspond to
different signal values. The effect of considering different values
of the combined prior parameter K is illustrated in Figs 1 and 2
by depicting the results obtained for K = 1 and 10−6 in all our
example test cases. A decreasing value of K essentially increases the
probability of merging regions, and some of the small fluctuations
discussed above are removed as a result of a less strict compatibility
criterion.
In terms of the prior probability distributions (7) and (15), reg-
ulated by the parameters kλ and kR, respectively, a low value of K
is closer to the ‘non-informative’ (infinite) improper uniform prior,
and therefore it means that we have little previous knowledge about
the signal and/or that we prefer a segmentation with as few re-
gions as possible. Both statements are absolutely equivalent, both
formally as well as in practice. K ∼ 1 uses the information con-
tained in Hλ and Lλ to minimize the probability that two regions
with physically different signal are merged together. Lower values
of this parameter reduce the contamination associated with random
fluctuations in the input data and increase the S/N at the expense
of missing the weakest genuine signals. The optimal value of K is
problem-dependent and it can only be decided upon trial and error.
Fortunately, our results suggest that there are relatively little differ-
ences between adopting values as extreme as K = 1 and 10−6, both
in synthetic as well as in real data.
To sum up, we can conclude that BATMAN is able to adapt to
the structures present in the data, both at large and small scales.
The resulting tessellation depends slightly on the adopted priors
and, most importantly, on the precise choice of the input data set.
Therefore, it is important to devote some time to investigate these
issues as a preliminary step of any scientific analysis. The local S/N
and the precise value of the combined prior parameter K (the only
free parameter of the algorithm) affect the number and size of the
regions identified by the algorithm, especially when gradients are
present, but neither of them has a significant effect on the overall
morphology of the tessellation. Other aspects, such as the actual
shape of the underlying structure, or the statistical properties of the
noise, do not seem to play a major role.
5.3 Quality of the reconstruction
One of the reasons to tessellate a multi-image is to obtain a better
reconstruction of the underlying signal, especially in the low signal-
to-noise regions. In order to calibrate the improvement with respect
to the original input data, we study in Fig. 3 the distribution of the
residuals for our two synthetic test cases, where Sijλ is known in
terms of the input errors eijλ,
ijλ =
μrij λ − Sijλ
eijλ
, (26)
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Figure 3. Maps of the residuals ijλ =
μrij λ−Sijλ
eijλ
for our synthetic test cases. The structure of the plot is identical to Fig. 1.
with μrij λ = μrλ for all spaxels {i, j} ∈ r, i.e. rij = r. For the
input multi-image, where μrij λ = xijλ, the residuals ijλ follow, by
construction, independent Gaussian distributions with zero mean
and unit dispersion. Therefore, the residual maps on the left-hand
column of Fig. 3 are statistical realizations of white noise for all
layers, without any spatial structure, both for the ‘uniform’ and
‘CCD-like’ schemes.
As can be seen in the other maps, the posterior mean values
μrλ obtained for every BATMAN region are representative of the sig-
nal values within the region. In the R and G layers, where the
signal within the circle, the triangle and the background are in-
deed constant, μrλ is very close to the true value (ijλ  0, white
colour in the residual maps) as long as the region is correctly
identified.
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In some cases though, a small number of spaxels may be assigned
to a region where the underlying signal is actually different: in our
synthetic tests, this only happens near the boundaries of the R circle,
which are difficult to trace due to the low S/N (S/N = 1). One
may expect that such misclassifications yield ijλ ∼ O(1). If the
contrast between any two areas is larger than eijλ (as it occurs e.g. in
the triangle in the G band), the difference between adjacent spaxels
on each side of the boundary is statistically significant. It is thus
very unlikely that they become connected by our iterative procedure
before merging with the other surrounding spaxels that belong to the
correct region. Although these errors are indeed possible, they are
restricted to a few isolated spaxels in the G layer of the ‘CCD-like’
case, where S/N = 3.5 (see Table 2).
As discussed above, BATMAN can also identify regions around suf-
ficiently high (a few σ ) random fluctuations on small scales when
high values of the combined prior parameter K are adopted, es-
pecially in the ‘monochromatic’ case. Again, random fluctuations
larger than ijλ ∼ O(1) are statistically very unlikely, and there-
fore the residuals in the affected spaxels are of this order (red/blue
colours in Fig. 3).
Errors of similar magnitude also occur in the presence of gradi-
ents, where continuous variations of the signal Sijλ are physically
present in the data, whereas μrλ is assumed, by definition, to be
constant within every region. Even if the isocontours are correctly
traced by the tessellation, and the value of μrλ is representative
of the average signal within the region, we expect, following the
same argument applied to the misclassifications, that ijλ ∼ O(1).
Otherwise, the deviant spaxel would be associated with the adja-
cent bin of correspondingly higher or lower intensity. The effect
of gradients is illustrated by the ellipse in the B band, where a
characteristic red–white–blue pattern is clearly visible within every
BATMAN region.
We thus conclude from Fig. 3 that the expected values of the
posterior probability μrλ returned by our algorithm provide a more
accurate representation of the underlying signal than the original
input data over most of the multi-image. Only for the ‘catastrophic’
failures discussed above, residuals of the order of ijλ ∼ O(1) may
be found.
Another important aspect is the quality of the formal errors σ rλ
derived from equation (12) in Section 2.1. In the ideal case, where
all the underlying assumptions are met, the estimated residual
ˆijλ =
μrij λ − Sijλ
σrij λ
(27)
should follow a normal distribution. However, the presence of gradi-
ents in the signal and the identification of spurious regions will cause
that the formal errors σ rλ reported by BATMAN should be treated with
caution and merely taken as a (realistic) lower limit to the actual
uncertainty in the recovered signal.
A more quantitative assessment is provided in Fig. 4, where we
plot colour maps of the estimated residual ˆijλ. We also present
histograms of its cumulative distribution (based on 10 independent
realizations of the random noise) for different values of the com-
bined prior parameter K. Using our synthetic tests we find that for
K < 10−3 (lines of green–blue colour), the statistical distribution of
the estimated residuals ˆijλ is similar, but not exactly equal to the
expected normal distribution. For K = 1, values of | ˆijλ| > 3 (black
areas in the colour maps) are common in the ‘monochromatic’ case
and relatively frequent in the ‘multi-λ’ analysis. In the latter (and/or
for K < 10−3), they represent a small fraction of the multi-image
and therefore they have a barely noticeable effect on the cumulative
distribution.
The most important departure with respect to the ideal behaviour
is due to the presence of gradients in the data. Although the algo-
rithm manages to identify regions where the underlying signal is
approximately constant, equation (12) is based on the assumption
of strict equality and physical variations within the region (of the
order of eijλ) are not taken into account in the error budget. As can
be seen in Fig. 4, this source of systematic error may result in σ rλ
underestimating the true residuals in any given spaxel by as much
as a factor of the order of 2, which arguably constitutes a reasonable
upper limit, albeit not necessarily a worst-case scenario.
In order to investigate a more realistic example, let us now try
to address the quality of the reconstruction in our astrophysical
test cases. As in any practical application, the underlying signal is
unknown and the true solution is not available. In the top panels of
Fig. 5, we compare the error maps eijλ of the SHIFU spaxel-by-spaxel
measurements with the formal errors σ rλ recovered by BATMAN, both
in the ‘monochromatic’ (case #5) and the ‘multi-λ’ (case #6) binning
modes. For test cases #7 and #8, we plot on the bottom panels of
Fig. 5 the errors erλ reported by SHIFU when the regions defined by
BATMAN from the CALIFA data are given as input.
In all cases, we do observe that the formal errors decrease (i.e. the
colour maps become redder) and their distribution becomes more
uniform thanks to the segmentation. Although the improvement is
certainly not surprising in the top panels (σ rλ decreases roughly
as the square root of the number of spaxels in region r), it is an
expected but non-trivial result in the bottom panels. In fact, the
errors in the line measurements performed by SHIFU after the BATMAN
segmentation (erλ) are much more similar to the results of the spaxel-
by-spaxel analysis (eijλ) than suggested by equation (12).
This is due to a combination of different non-linear effects. The
most important is arguably the correlation between the noise in
adjacent spaxels in CALIFA data, for which BATMAN assumption
of statistical independence is a poor approximation. The propaga-
tion of the errors through the SHIFU pipeline takes it into account
through a correction factor that attains values of the order of ∼2 to
3 for regions with ∼8–66 spaxels (see appendix A in Garcı´a-Benito
et al. 2015, for details). Other issues, such as potential misclassifica-
tions, gradients and the heterogeneous quality of the observational
data (including the error estimates) across different spaxels also
contribute to increase the uncertainty.
Yet, the bottom panels in Fig. 5 indicate a significant reduction of
the errors erλ in the low signal-to-noise areas (e.g. the boundaries) of
the multi-image, where large (often annular) regions are identified
by BATMAN. This improvement is consistent with the intensity maps
displayed in Fig. 2, where the level of random fluctuations in these
regions is substantially reduced compared to the spaxel-by-spaxel
results shown in the top left panels. In areas where the S/N of the
CALIFA data cubes is high, our algorithm tends to return regions
consisting of one or a few spaxels, and the results (both the intensity
and its error) are virtually unchanged with respect to the spaxel-by-
spaxel measurements.
We also investigate in Fig. 5 the changes in the cumulative distri-
bution of the estimated signal to noise, comparing xijλ/eijλ (spaxel-
by-spaxel measurements) with μrλ/σ rλ in the BATMAN output (cases
#5 and #6) and with xrλ/erλ (SHIFU measurements on BATMAN regions;
cases #7 and #8).
First of all, we would like to argue that the interpretation of
these quantities is not straightforward and some of the first im-
pressions conveyed by the histograms in Fig. 5 are grossly mis-
leading. In particular, they might seem to suggest at first sight that
the best strategy to tackle this particular problem is to run BATMAN
on the SHIFU measurements, as this approach leads to the strongest
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Figure 4. Maps and cumulative distributions of the estimated residuals ˆijλ =
μrij λ−Sijλ
σrij λ
for our synthetic test cases. The structure of the plot is similar to
that of Fig. 1 except for the missing input data, for which ˆijλ = ijλ (left-hand panels of Fig. 3). We include the cumulative distributions of ˆijλ to study the
behaviour of the formal errors σ rλ returned by the algorithm, where different colours correspond to different values of the prior parameter K (see the labels in
the figure). In order to improve the statistics, the data plotted in these cumulative curves correspond to the results of applying BATMAN to 10 random realizations
of the noise. Black dotted curve corresponds to the unbinned input data for the same 10 realizations, where we correctly recover the Gaussian distribution of
the noise. Ideally, all the other curves should follow as close as possible this distribution; a more extended range of values of ˆijλ indicates that the formal
errors σ rλ underestimate the true uncertainty (i.e. the rms difference between μrij λ and Sijλ).
reduction in the formal errors σ rλ and the largest increase in the
estimated S/N (especially for Hδ in the ‘monochromatic’ case).
This is certainly at odds with our discussion in Section 5.1, based
upon visual inspection of the maps in Fig. 2. The original S/N in
this particular case is so poor that BATMAN is barely able to even
recover the large-scale morphology of the underlying signal. As a
consequence, the regions of the tessellation contain spaxels where
the signal may vary considerably and the formal errors are thus
expected to be underestimated by about a factor of 2, according
to our previous test (Fig. 4). As mentioned above, the correlation
between the noise of adjacent spaxels represents a further source
of uncertainty, leading to an additional underestimation of the error
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Figure 5. Results of applying BATMAN to our observational test cases, error maps and cumulative distributions of the ‘recovered’ S/N. The structure of the plot
is identical to Fig. 2 except for the inclusion of the cumulative distributions. Red and blue cumulative curves correspond to K = 1 and 10−6 results. The dotted
black curve corresponds to the SHIFU maps used as input for test cases #5 and #6 and plotted in the left-hand column. The colour maps correspond to flux errors
for every line in standard CALIFA units, i.e. 10−16 (erg s−1 cm−2). The S/N is represented in logarithmic scale.
that grows logarithmically with the number of spaxels in the region
under consideration (Garcı´a-Benito et al. 2015).
The improvement of xrλ/erλ (cases #7 and #8) with respect to the
spaxel-by-spaxel measurements xijλ/eijλ looks much more modest,
but we think it is more realistic.
When the S/N is relatively high (e.g. S/N > 5–10, inner parts
of the galaxy), the CALIFA data are good enough to distinguish
fairly minor differences between adjacent spaxels. Since BATMAN’s
goal is to keep all the information that is present in the multi-
image, the resulting regions tend to be small. Due to the reduced
number of spaxels and the presence of correlated noise, the mea-
surement errors erλ associated with these regions are only slightly
smaller than eijλ. Whether further merging would be justifiable in
order to obtain larger regions and reach a higher S/N is not a deci-
sion to be taken by the algorithm. If we decided that the differences
that are present in the data (e.g. the intensity and shape of the stel-
lar continuum) are not relevant for our purpose of measuring the
Balmer lines, we should provide a different input data set (e.g. a
continuum-subtracted spectrum) that is free from such irrelevant
information.
When S/N < 3 (e.g. in the outskirts), Fig. 5 shows that BATMAN
regions are large enough to decrease the errors, even considering
the effect of correlated noise. However, it is precisely in this regime
(particularly for the weakest Balmer lines) that SHIFU tends to fail
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to identify the emission line and/or return spurious values of both
fluxes and errors (e.g. many of the blue and purple dots in the Hγ
and Hδ error maps). These ‘catastrophic’ spaxels make a significant
contribution to the fraction of spaxels with S/N < 1. If they are not
merged with the surroundings (as it is often the case when BATMAN
considers the ‘full set’ of spectroscopic data), there is little apparent
improvement in the signal to noise. If, on the contrary, they are
incorporated into the adjacent regions, they may spoil the fit for the
whole region, leading to the large blue/purple areas in the ‘±15-Å’
panels for Hγ and Hδ.
Moreover, the estimated signal-to-noise x/e is a random variable
expected to follow a normal distribution centred at the true value
of S/N, which has a significant impact on the histograms plotted
in Fig. 5 whenever the noise is comparable to the signal. In our
example, the colour maps in Figs 2 and 5 indicate that both the
errors and the amplitude of random fluctuations in the outer regions
have decreased by a similar amount when SHIFU is run on the binned
spectra, compared to the spaxel-by-spaxel measurements. Although
this is certainly a valuable improvement, it barely reflects in the
distribution of S/N.
Although it is not the goal of this work to deal with all these
effects, they illustrate the kind of problems that one may face when
analysing real scientific data and the way BATMAN handles them
by default. Most importantly, they help showing that the formal
errors returned by the algorithm provide an estimate of the true
uncertainties roughly as good as the underlying assumptions apply
to the particular problem at hand. Thus, we strongly advise not to
blindly take them (nor the estimated S/N) at face value.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
This article describes the BATMAN, a new segmentation algo-
rithm designed to characterize and coherently tessellate simulta-
neously many layers of a given multi-image, which we define as
a data set containing two regularly sampled spatial dimensions
and an arbitrary number nλ of ‘spectral’ layers, such as e.g. IFS
data.
BATMAN’s tessellation attempts to identify spatially connected re-
gions that are statistically consistent with the underlying signal
being constant, given the information (measurements and corre-
sponding errors) provided in the input data set. If the difference
between any two regions is found to be significant, they are kept
separate in order to avoid unnecessary loss of information. It is
important to note that these considerations are independent on the
S/N: if two regions carry the same information (have compatible
signal within the errors), they should always be merged together; if
they do not, it may be completely unphysical to average over them,
and BATMAN will keep them separate.
In order to test the performance of the algorithm and provide
some guidance to future users, we have created a set of test cases that
comprises both synthetic and real data, analysed in different ways.
According to the results of these tests, we conclude the following.
(i) The output tessellation depends on the precise choice of the
input data set, and therefore it is of paramount importance that the
user devotes some time to investigate the information that should be
considered relevant as a preliminary step of any scientific analysis.
(ii) BATMAN adapts to the spatial structures present in the data for a
wide variety of morphologies, regardless of the statistical properties
of the noise. By construction, gradients pose a significant challenge
to the algorithm. When they are present, the output tessellation tends
to trace the isocontour lines.
(iii) The exact number and size of the regions are mainly set by
the local S/N. The higher the S/N of the data, the easiest it is to
distinguish whether two spaxels/regions are different. When S/N is
low, many spaxels may be consistent with having a similar signal,
and only a small number of large-size, independent regions can be
identified.
(iv) The precise value adopted for the combined prior parameter
K, the only free parameter of the algorithm, also affects the number
and size of the regions in the output tessellation by setting the end of
the iterative procedure. Lower values of K result in more iterations
and therefore a smaller number regions. This may have a substantial
impact on the number of (potentially spurious) structures identified
on the smallest scales, particularly when nλ = 1 (‘monochromatic’
mode).
(v) In the proposed formalism, the expected values μrλ of the
posterior probability distribution of the signal within each region are
given by the inverse variance-weighted average (11). Our synthetic
tests show that these values provide a good representation of the
true signal.
(vi) The formal errors σ rλ, given by expression (12), are indica-
tive of the true uncertainties, but they may underestimate them by as
much as a factor of the order of 2 (e.g. in the presence of gradients
and/or spurious regions).
(vii) Our analysis of real astronomical data shows that the seg-
mentation of IFS data cubes is a complex task, involving many
issues that are specific to the scientific problem under study. Our
tests are based on NGC 2906, focusing on the measurement of
several Balmer lines, suggest that BATMAN may be most helpful in
the low S/N regime. The algorithm is capable of recovering the
underlying structure of the object even in the most difficult case
(Hδ), especially when it is applied directly on the CALIFA data
(and not so much when the SHIFU measurements are taken as input).
The reduction of the noise with respect to the spaxel-by-spaxel (no
binning) approach is clearly visible in the galaxy outskirts.
As a final remark, let us stress once again that in contrast to
many other segmentation algorithms, BATMAN aims to preserve all
the spatial information contained in the original data, as long as it
is considered statistically significant. Such philosophy represents a
new (and, in the opinion of the authors, much needed) approach to
the analysis of astronomical images in the advent of the vast amount
and spatial resolution of IFS data to come.
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APPEN D IX A : O NE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
Let us illustrate the greedy binning procedure that BATMAN performs
in order to explore the space of all possible tessellations by means
of a very simple problem in one dimension. To this purpose, we
have created a 30-element vector with values 0, 4 and 2 in the
ranges [0,9], [10,19] and [20,29], respectively (blue line in top left
panel of Fig. A1). We have added Gaussian noise with a dispersion
σ = 1 (blue shaded region) to the ‘noiseless’ ‘1D-image’, as in the
synthetic test cases of Section 4.1, to obtain an input vector (signal
and noise) for our binning algorithm (black solid line).
We apply BATMAN to this problem and allow the algorithm to
continue binning even when it is no longer ‘convenient’ according
to our Bayesian criterion (see Section 3), i.e. when the ratio in
equation (19) is smaller than unity for any new tessellation obtained
by merging two adjacent regions, the evidence for any such model
decreases with respect to the current solution, and BATMAN considers
that any further co-addition of regions leads to a loss of statistically
significant information.
The entire process is presented in Fig. A1, where the top row
shows (left) the input (black) and true (blue) signals, as well as
the variation of the evidence ratio (middle) and the evidence (right)
for the current tessellation E(R) according to expression (13) as a
function of the number of iterations (or, equivalently, the number of
regions in the tessellation). The horizontal solid red line (ratio equal
to one) in the middle top panel corresponds to the stopping criterion
of our algorithm, and the iteration where it is reached is indicated by
a vertical dotted red line on both the middle and right-hand panels.
We have verified that this iteration is always close to (and very often
coincides) with the absolute maximum of the evidence, marked by
the solid green line in the right-hand panel (see Appendix B).
The rest of the panels (second to seventh rows) show the iterative
merging of vector elements into larger 1D regions. In addition to
the true signal (blue) and input measurements (black) we have
plotted the recovered signal (red solid line) and estimated error
(red shaded area) at every iteration. BATMAN starts by merging the
most similar vector elements, which makes iterations 1 (connecting
elements 16 and 17) and 2 (elements 10 and 11) almost unnoticeable
(the underlying black curve is barely visible). However, one can
see that the noise (red shade) is reduced (see iteration 2) even
when the change in the recovered signal is very small. The binning
process continues and the red line progressively resembles the blue
one, while the red shade tightens around it (the noise is reduced).
Iteration 27 shows the most likely tessellation (last one with a
positive logarithm of the evidence ratio), with iteration 28 (last
panel) containing only two regions being clearly less representative
of the input signal, not only in mathematical terms but also from
visual inspection.
APPENDI X B: STO PPI NG CRI TERI ON
In principle, there is no guarantee that our greedy procedure does
not converge to a local maximum of the evidence rather than find-
ing the global optimum. While more elaborate (e.g. Monte Carlo)
techniques would allow a more exhaustive exploration of the full
tessellation space, here we present the results of a simpler test
to show that the adopted stopping criterion, i.e. evidence ratio (19)
smaller than unity, yields a nearly optimal segmentation, even when
it does not always coincide with the absolute global maximum of
the Bayesian evidence E(R).
As we did for the 1D problem presented in Appendix A, we
have re-run BATMAN for our test cases #1 (monochromatic mode
on R, G and B images with uniform noise, i.e. three times), #4
(multi-λ mode, red giant branch image with CCD-like noise) and
#8 (real data, full set, directly binning the IFS data cube) allowing
the algorithm to proceed beyond the adopted stopping condition.
Fig. B1 shows the ratio (left-hand column) and the evidence (right-
hand column) as a function of iteration number for each of these test
cases. Once again, the red solid horizontal line and the red dotted
vertical line indicates BATMAN’s stopping criterion. In most cases,
the evidence does not increase further if we allow for additional
merging of regions (as shown in Fig. A1 for the 1D test problem
discussed in Appendix A), and the stopping condition coincides
almost exactly with the maximum evidence, marked by a vertical
green line on the right-hand column.
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Figure A1. Illustration of the binning procedure in a 1D problem. Top left panel shows the true signal (blue line), 1σ error (blue shaded region) and a random
realization of the measurements (black line). The value of the ratio (19) for the candidate tessellation selected at every iteration and the evidence E(R) are
depicted in the top middle and top-right panels, respectively. The horizontal red solid line on the middle panel indicates the stopping condition (ratio smaller
than unity), while the vertical dotted line marks the iteration at which it is attained. The top-right panel shows that it coincides with the maximum value of the
evidence (green solid line). The rest of the panels plot the recovered signal μ and the estimated error σ as a red solid line and red shaded region, respectively.
The logarithm of the ratio (positive until iteration 28) is quoted on every panel.
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Figure B1. Illustration of the stopping criterion (red solid and dotted lines) in relation to the ratio (left) and the evidence (normalized for comparison, right)
at every iteration for the test cases #1 (top), #4 (middle) and #8 (bottom). Top panels present six curves corresponding to the two different values of the K
parameter (1 lower curves and 10−6 higher ones) for the different RGB images. Middle and bottom panels show two curves corresponding to the different
values of the parameter K (1 in black and 10−6 in blue). Red solid line (left-hand panels) represents the threshold used as stopping condition. Red dotted line
(both panels) marks the stopping iteration. Green solid line (right-hand panels) corresponds to the maximum of the evidence. Values for the stopping and
evidence maximum iterations are depicted in Table B1.
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Table B1. Values of the stopping (third column) and maximum evidence
(fourth column) iterations, corresponding to the red dotted and green solid
lines in Fig. B1.
Test case K Stopping it. Max(E(R)) it.
# 1 – R 1 5173 5173
10−6 5691 5691
# 1 – G 1 5345 5345
10−6 5690 5690
# 1 – B 1 5265 5285
10−6 5691 5691
# 4 1 5615 5615
10−6 5683 5683
# 8 1 3511 3514
10−6 3852 3858
These results suggest that our condition based on the evidence
ratio provides a valid (and efficient) criterion to select the final
tessellation. Even in those cases where the stopping iteration does
not coincide with the maximum of the evidence (e.g. cases #1 and
# 8), the values are reasonably close (see Table B1). None the less,
we would like to point out once again that as can be readily seen
in Fig. B1, the Bayesian evidence does depend significantly on the
adopted value of the combined prior parameter and the chosen input
data set. These (problem-dependent) decisions, especially the latter,
are much more relevant than the stopping criterion in determining
the optimal segmentation returned by the algorithm. The importance
of experimenting by trial and error in each particular case can hardly
be overstressed.
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